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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 

Current improvement plans for a sidewalk on Gulf Boulevard between Englewood Beach and the southern 
terminus  of the roadway propose a sidewalk separated from the roadway and require impacts to existing 
landscaping within the County right-of-way and modifications to a permitted stormwater system.  Charlotte 
County Public works has requested WEC to evaluate an alternative layout where the sidewalk is most often 
placed immediately adjacent to the travel lane against a set of 5 specific criteria.  The alternative layout is 
successful in reducing impacts to landscaping within the County right-of-way.  However, the alternative 
layout will require modifications to existing stormwater management system components, permit 
modifications and redesign prior to construction.  There are also safety concerns with the sidewalk 
immediately adjacent to the travel lane which should be mitigated to the maximum extent practical.  In 
addition to the detailed analysis contained herein, WEC offers some alternatives which the County may wish 
to explore further. 

 

  

BACKGROUND:  

 

Charlotte County engaged the Weiler Engineering Corporation (WEC) to provide design and permitting for a 
sidewalk located on Gulf Boulevard from the southern entrance to the Englewood Beach parking area, to the 
southern terminus of the roadway at the Stump Pass Beach State Park.  The design effort included lighting, 
landscaping, modification to an existing Southwest Florida Water Management District (SWFWMD) permitted 
stormwater system and resident coordination.  Numerous revisions were provided as requested by Charlotte 
County and the final construction plans were provided in January of 2019. 

 

Recent discussions regarding the location of the sidewalk have taken place and WEC was asked to evaluate a 
marked up plan set provided on January 6, 2020 by the Public Works Department.  On March 13, 2020 WEC 
received authorization to begin the evaluation.  The requested analysis focused on the following criteria:  
 

1. Does the proposed change require moving or modification to the current design for 

stormwater retention and detention areas?  

2. Does the proposed change encroach into the existing bike lanes? 

3. Does the proposed change eliminate landscape impacts proposed in the existing design 

and to what extent?  

4. Does the proposed change maintain Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) 

compliance. 

5. Does the proposed change require modification to the current Environmental Resource 

Permit (ERP) issued by SWFWMD.  
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As directed by Public Works, WEC understands that the County does not intend to move or modify any 
existing stormwater ponds or to encroach or eliminate the bike lanes. The County wishes to determine any 
areas which impacts to existing landscaping can be reduced while maintaining compliance with the 
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) for cross slopes and running slopes.  The analysis summarized 
herein addressed the above items and recommendations.  
 

 

EXISTING CONDITIONS:  

Gulf Boulevard, in the vicinity of the subject sidewalk, is a two-lane 
undivided roadway which serves local vehicular traffic as well as access 
to State and County parks.  The roadway also receives a high amount of 
recreational traffic from pedestrians and bicyclists.   The width of the 
travel lanes is 10 feet (+/-).  There is also a paved shoulder with a width 
of 4 feet (+/-) primarily, though there are locations where the exposed 
asphalt is significantly more or less than 4 feet.  Although un-marked, 
this paved should area currently serves as a bike lane.  Existing signage 
within the project limits refer to this area as such. For the purpose of 
this analysis, the terms paved shoulder and bike lane are synonymous.   
The bike lane is separated from the vehicular travel lane by a 6-inch- 
wide white stripe.  Evidenced by road-striping eradication markings, the 
travel lanes were previously 11-ft wide with a 3-ft paved shoulder and 
they were restriped to 10’ travel lanes likely as a speed calming 
measure in the vehicular travel way, to increase the available paved 
shoulder for bicycle usage or both.  

Drainage within the right-of-way is accomplished via a series of small 
roadside swales, inlet structures and connecting piping previously 
permitted through SWFWMD in 2009 under ERP # 44034512.001.  (This 
permit was modified by WEC in 2018 under ERP # 43034512.002.  The 
proposed improvements have not been constructed to date).   

There are numerous existing private improvements which encroach into the County right-of-way, primarily 
landscape features.  However there are various structures, drainage conveyances, signage, and other items.  
Numerous properties are significantly higher than the roadway resulting in steep driveway slopes.  This 
creates challenges in adhering to ADA requirements as cross slopes of sidewalks are limited to a maximum of 
2%.   Furthermore, Charlotte County has restrictions on the allowable change in grade from a roadway to a 
connecting driveway.  

There are several short segments of existing sidewalk within the right-of-way, likely provided by private 
developments at the time of development.  Several issues were observed with existing sidewalks including 
gaps, lips, running slope exceedance, and cracking which often renders these existing sidewalks out of ADA 
compliance.  The proposed design requires replacement to resolve these issues.  In some situations individual 
segments of sidewalk may be able to remain, however the cost of keeping these likely results in an 
insignificant cost savings over complete replacement as removing portions, and conforming to existing 
portions creates additional work as well as an inconsistent appearance.   

Photo 1—Existing white edge line and 

eradication marking from previous edge 

line—Lane width reduction and shoulder 

widening—Typical throughout project 

limits (both sides).   
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Mail boxes through out the project area are located on both sides of the roadway.  Both clustered mail 
boxes for multi-family properties as well as single mail boxes are present.  In some locations, mail boxes are 
solely on the northeast side of the street.  The existing paved shoulder allows mail delivery vehicles to 
partially pull out of the travel lane while delivering mail.  

Nearly all photographs contained in this report were taken on April 6th, 2020.  All photographs reflect 
current conditions.  

 

PROPOSED CONDITIONS (Based on current improvement plans):  

The proposed design includes a 5 foot wide concrete sidewalk over stabilized subgrade contained within 
the County Right-of-Way (ROW).  The sidewalk is 4 inches thick; except at driveways, where the width is 
proposed to increase to 6 inches due to vehicular loading.  All sidewalks are to be reinforced using fiber 
mesh.  As directed by Charlotte County, the sidewalk is separated from the existing edge of pavement. This 
design provides physical and visual separation from the roadway for pedestrian safety.  Typically, it is 
desired to have a minimum of 4 feet of separation for maintenance of the area between the edge of 
pavement and the sidewalk which is typically sod when the sidewalk is not proposed through existing 
driveways or other paved areas.  The 4 foot wide paved shoulder area is not effected by the proposed 
design.   

Existing stormwater areas are proposed to be modified in multiple locations.  In some locations, the 
stormwater area is reduced as a result of the proposed improvements, in which case, nearby stormwater 
areas are proposed to be expanded for compensation.  Modeling and calculations has been performed and 
approved by SWFWMD to demonstrate that the modified system treats the required stormwater runoff 
volume originally permitted.  The system also does not result in an increase in the runoff rate or volume 
during the design storm events.  

The design also included lighting using decorative post lights.  Photometrics were performed to 
demonstrate that the sidewalk conforms to require average foot candles level and max/min ratios.  77 post 
lights are included in the design.  Last, landscape plans require 44 Sable Palmettos (cabbage palms) to 
mitigate impacts to existing vegetation proposed to be removed.  

 

ALTERNATIVE SIDEWALK LAYOUT (Based on markup provided by Public Works): 
 

The alternative layout mainly includes the relocation of the proposed sidewalk near the edge of the 
vehicular travel lane.  In some locations, the edge of the travel lane and the edge of the sidewalk would 
have no separation.  In other locations, a small amount of separation may be achieved.  However, through 
most of the project limits the alternative layout will result in the elimination of the bike lane on the side of 
the road of the sidewalk.   

 

Similar Charlotte County sideway systems in the vicinity of the proposed project utilize a mountable curb to 
provide separation of the vehicular travel lane from the sidewalk.  This curb was measured at 19-inches 
wide and was separated by 5-inches from the outside edge of the white line, totaling 2-feet in one location 
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measured.  It is unclear whether a similar curb is 
suggested in this location. While this curb would provide 
a safety buffer between the sidewalk and vehicle traffic, 
it poses the following concerns:   

• The 2 feet required for the curb and 5 feet of 
sidewalk would require 7’ of area making 
transitions to steep drives steeper and possibly 
out of compliance with Public Works 
requirements.  

• The additional width creates concerns with 
installing the path between the existing 
stormwater structures and the roadway.  In 
some locations drop-off conditions will be 
created which will require adjustments or 
relocations to stormwater structures. 

• The curb reduces safety of bicyclists riding 
within the vehicular travel lanes as they will not 
easily be able to exit the roadway to avoid 
collisions.  With the elimination of the bike lane, 
it is highly likely the travel lanes will be used for 
bicycle traffic.  

• Mail delivery vehicles which can currently utilize 
the paved shoulder to partially pull off the road 
will be restricted to stopping in the travel lane.  
Mail boxes would be relocated outside of the 
sidewalk creating greater than 7 feet of 
separation from the mail delivery vehicle to the 
mail box. 

 

The intend of the proposed alternative sidewalk layout 
may be not to install the protective curb.  As such, the 
following concerns should be considered:  

• There will be no physical protection of pedestrians 
from the vehicles traveling immediately adjacent to 
the sidewalk.  

• There will be no protection of the sidewalk from 
vehicular traffic from road users and mail delivery 
vehicles.  It would be recommended that the 
sidewalk thickness be increased to 6 inches in an 
effort to reduce damage from vehicular loads, 
adding cost to the project.  

• The bike lane is eliminated in either case.  

• There are impacts to the proposed stormwater 
system in either case. 

Photo 2—Example of mountable safety curb—North Beach 

Rd.  

Photo 3—Existing stormwater inlet with grate lower than 

edge of pavement.  Sidewalk in this area creates drop-off 

condition at structure. 

Photos 4 through 7—Example of existing mailboxes that 

would be obstructed by safety curb and sidewalk. 
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Based on the above and consistency with surrounding areas, it is recommended and assumed that some 
form of safety curb or separation from the vehicular travel lane would be desired by Charlotte County.  As 
such, the analysis herein assumes the area beyond the outside edge of the travel lane white line needed for 
the proposed sidewalk is at least 7 feet. 

 

There are numerous other design suggestions included in the mark up for specific locations.  The feasibility 
of which is analyzed in detail in Appendix herein and summarized in the analysis criteria below.   

 

ANALYSIS CRITERIA  

Criterion 1: Does the proposed change require moving or modification of the current design for stormwater 
retention and detention areas?   

 

There are stormwater system components in many areas of 
the proposed sidewalk.  There are also areas that do not 
contain Southwest Florida Water Management District 
(SWFWMD) permitted stormwater system components. For 
the purpose of this analysis stormwater system 
components which effect the sidewalk layout primarily 
include inlet structures and stormwater retention areas.  In 
many locations, stormwater retention areas are defined by 
their tops of banks in the locations shown in the design 
used in the Environmental Resource Permit (ERP) for the 
existing system.  These tops of banks are often difficult to 
delineate in the field as they are gradual grade breaks 
which overtime become less defined.  If the sidewalk 
encroaches into the top of bank of a retention area (as 
defined by the permitted plans for the existing system) or 
fill is required within the retention area (as defined by the 
permitted plans for the existing system) this requires a 
modification to the existing stormwater retention areas, 
regardless of size of the impact or whether it is evident the 
field.   

 

Of the plan sheets which contain existing stormwater 
retention areas, the majority would have an impact to the 
existing retention areas from the alternate layout.  The 
alternate layout also deviates from the impacts proposed 
by the current design.  If the County elected to proceed 
with the alternative layout, the stormwater system 
modification will require redesign.  This redesign is possible 
and will likely effect both stormwater storage and inlet 
structures.  Note that some structures contain skimmer 
baffles and or notch inlets.  The current design proposes 

Photo 8—Example of structure with notch inlet on one 

side.   

Photo 9—Example of structure with skimmer baffle on 

one side.   
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locations where the sidewalk would abut, encompass or be immediately adjacent to inlet structures.  In 
these locations, there are no notch inlets or skimmer baffles on the side of the structure as the proposed 
sidewalk.  In some locations, the sidewalk on the road side of the structure may likely warrant modification 
to the inlet due to a created obstruction to stormwater flow.  

 

Criterion 2: Does the proposed change encroach into the existing bike lanes? 

The proposed modified alignment does not satisfy this condition on nearly all of the plan sheets.  The 
majority of the proposed sidewalk layout will encroach into the existing bike lanes causing elimination of 
the bike lines on the north and south sides of the street where the sidewalk is proposed.  

 

Criterion 3: Does the proposed change eliminate landscape impacts proposed in the existing design and to 
what extent? 

The current sidewalk layout avoids landscape impacts wherever possible.  However, in nearly 75% of the 
plans sheets, some removal of existing trees and other landscaping from the County right-of way is 
required. The proposed modified alignment will result in a reduction of impacts to existing natural and 
ornamental landscaping throughout the project area.  The proposed modified alignment will still require 
removal of landscaping due to conflicts in many areas.  Furthermore, landscaping is recommended to be 
removed when it is in immediate proximity to the sidewalk as the root system will likely cause problems 
with the sidewalk resulting in ADA compliance issues and repair costs or maintenance costs associated with 
trimming of branches and limbs encroaching on the sidewalk limits. Recommended offsets of landscaping 
vary by species and risk tolerance.  

 

Criterion 4: Does the proposed change maintain ADA compliance? 

In the bulk of locations, it is believed that the sidewalk can be 
designed in the alternative location within the existing 
shoulder without violating ADA requirements for cross slope 
or running slope. One concern is drop-offs adjacent to the 
edge of the sidewalk.  While small drop-offs adjacent to the 
sidewalk may be permissible, for the safety of sidewalk users 
it is recommended to avoid any drop-offs immediately 
adjacent to the sidewalk without edge protection.  Changes in 
grades between the edge of pavement and existing 
stormwater structures may cause drop off conditions unless 
structures are relocated or otherwise modified.  Another 
concern is the proximity of the sidewalk to the roadway.  
While no specific ADA rules could be found preventing the 
sidewalk from being immediately adjacent to the roadway 
without a physical curb separation, this creates a safety 
concerns which should be mitigated through the curb 
discussed herein or alternative method.  

 

Photo 10—Existing steep driveway at Sta. 113+35R 

(1700 Gulf Blvd).  Alternative layout would violate 

allowable slopes for sidewalk or driveway.  Recom-

mend current plan in this area. 
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There are several specific locations where proposed layout will 
not be able to be within the allowable range for cross slope 
and running slopes.  The alternate layout shows a skewed 
crossing through the driveway at Station 113+35R (1700 Gulf 
Blvd).  This would result in exceedances of allowable slopes in 
the sidewalk and/or exceedance with the allowable driveway 
change in grade.  This driveway currently rises nearly 2’ from 
the edge of pavement to the right-of-way line resulting in an 
existing driveway slope of 8%.  The maximum cross slope 
allowable for the sidewalk is 2% although sidewalks are 
typically designed around 1.5% to allow for construction 
tolerances.  A perpendicular alignment of the sidewalk through 
the driveway minimizes the increase in slope of the driveway 
outside the limits of the sidewalk.  The proposed design 
increases the driveway slope to above 10%.  The skewed 
alignment will not be able to maintain both acceptable 
sidewalk and driveway slopes.  

 

The driveways at Station 127+85R (1480 Gulf Blvd southern access) and Station 128+20R (1460 Gulf Blvd) 
are at substantially different grades and are in close proximity.  The alternative layout in the area would 
violate allowable sidewalk running slope.  

 

The above two areas would required an alternative alignment to avoid these issues at these specific 
locations.  It is recommended that sidewalk alignment follow the proposed plan at these locations.  

 

 

Criterion 5: Does the proposed change require modification to the current Environmental Resource Permit 
(ERP) issued by SWFWMD?  

 

As elaborated under Criterion 1, the alternative layout requires modification to the existing SWFWMD 
permitted stormwater system.  These modifications are different than those proposed in the current 
design.  As such, the alternative layout will require alternative stormwater modeling and design and a 
modification to the current SWFMWD ERP will be required.  Currently, SWFWMD has the improvement 
plans on file which depict the proposed location of the sidewalk.  Once construction is complete an 
Engineer will be required to certify the system in compliance with the approved plans and permit.  Any 
deviations on file at SWFWMD will require modification prior to construction.    

 

 

Photo 11—Change in elevation between drive-

ways at Sta. 127+85R & 128+20R (1480 & 1460 

Gulf Blvd) is greater than 1 ft in less than 20 ft.  

Alternative layout would violate running slope 

allowed.  Recommend current plan in this area.  
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COST CONSIDERATIONS: 

The plans for the current layout were publicly bid and bids were received on May 29, 2019 with a 
recommended award in the amount of $1,747,385.85.  This project was not awarded.  As detailed plans 
have not been generated for the alternative layout at this time, a detailed cost estimate is not available.  
However, it is anticipated that the alternate design will likely cost  more than the current layout.  The 
alternative layout would require removal of one bike lane through most of the project limits to construct 
the sidewalk and safety curb immediately adjacent to the vehicular travel lane. Stormwater system impacts 
will be reduced, but in numerous locations, the sidewalk cannot be structed at the alternative location due 
to impacts to stormwater structures and in these areas, the sidewalk will have to follow the current layout.  
In other areas, the top of banks of the retention areas will be encroached by the sidewalk construction and 
this volume will be required to be made up elsewhere in the system. The reduction in landscape and 
stormwater impacts will not offset the additional costs associated with saw cutting and removing the 
existing bike lane and the concrete safety curb.  Based on projects of similar scope, the installation of the 
curb alone will likely cost at least $150,000. The County recently paid $27/LF for safety curbing on the 
Beach Road East Side Curb Project which was completed in December of 2019.  This linear foot cost for curb 
installation does not include the cost of saw cutting and removing the asphalt in the bike lane required in 
the alternative scope which would be required through the majority of the project.  It is anticipated that the 
construction cost of alternative layout will be between $150,000 and $250,000 more than the current 
layout.    

In addition to the construction cost, there will be additional fees associated with the redesign and 
permitting efforts of the alternate layout.  The current design is complete, and permitted and ready for 
bidding/construction.  Revised lighting design, photometrics and landscaping design will be require in 
addition to the revised hardscape plans if the County elects to proceed with the alternate design.  An 
estimate of the cost for the redesign and permitting is $160,000.  This includes current detailed roadway 
survey required as the original survey field work was performed in 2014 without the anticipation of the 
sidewalk adjoining the road.  Furthermore, there have been various changes over the past 6 years.   

In total, it is anticipated that the additional cost of the alternative layout will be approximately $310,000 to 
$410,000 more than the current design inclusive of additional construction cost and permitting/design fees.  
Last, note the bid amount for the current project is 11 months old at this time.  The additional time 
required for the redesign and permitting efforts will subject this cost to additional inflation and potential 
construction cost escalation over time.  

 

CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Charlotte County has supplied an alternative layout to the current improvement plans proposed for the 
sidewalk on Gulf Boulevard. This sidewalk will serve many Charlotte County citizens who live within and 
outside of the project limits.  There are multiple concepts for the sidewalk layout.  There are pros and cons 
to all concepts.  The current improvement plans require separation of the pedestrians using the sidewalk 
from the vehicular travel way for pedestrian safety.  While this concept maximizes safety of the 
pedestrians, it requires impacts to existing privately installed and natural landscaping within the right-of-
way and impacts to driveways.   

The alternative layout evaluated reduces, but does not eliminate the impacts to landscape areas within the 
right-of-way.  This layout involves construction of the sidewalk immediately adjacent to the travel lanes.  
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For pedestrian safety a curb is recommended as a preventative measure in reducing the likelihood of an 
errant vehicle drifting onto the sidewalk.  There are some safety concerns with this alternative even with 
the curb which are explained in detail above.  However the revised layout with curb can be constructed.  
The County will have to determine if the reduction to landscape impacts warrant the alternate location of 
the proposed sidewalk and elimination of existing bike lane.  Appendix A herein contains a detailed sheet by 
sheet analysis of the alternative layout. In regards to the evaluation criteria:  

1. The alternative layout will require modifications to the existing stormwater management 
system.  

2. The alternative layout will encroach into the existing bike lane causing its elimination in the 
majority of the project limits.  

3. The alternative layout will not eliminate impacts to existing landscaping.  This layout will 
reduce the impacts in many locations.  

4. Although the alternative layout has several instances where ADA rules would be violated, 
these areas can be redesigned so that the alternative layout conforms to the general intent 
and will maintain ADA compliance.  

5. The alternative layout will require a modification to the current Environmental Resource 
Permit (ERP) issued by the Southwest Florida Water Management District (SWFWMD).  

In conclusion, the alternative sidewalk layout is permittable and constructible.  This layout will require a 
substantial redesign effort as well as additional time required for plan modification, stormwater system 
modification modeling and calculations and SWFWMD permit modification. The lighting and electric plans, 
photometrics and landscape plans will also require revision if this alternative is elected.  Finally, there are 
no locations where the location of the proposed sidewalk can be modified to reduce landscape impacts 
without eliminating the bike lane or creating additional stormwater system impacts.  Below is a summary of 
alternatives the County may wish to consider:  

A. Proceed with the plans as designed and permitted. This alternative is ready for bidding and 
construction at this time.   The prior bid received in May of 2019 was $1.75 Million. The 
engineering plans and permitting is complete and the project could be rebid at this time 
assuming the past bid is no longer valid.   

B. Redesign per the alternative layout presented herein wherever possible and with the inclusion 
of a safety curb. The alternative will result in additional time and expense associated with the 
redesign and permit modification efforts.  It is anticipated that the additional cost of 
construction and engineering redesign and permitting will be $310,000 to $410,000 more than 
the current layout or a total of $2.06 Million to $2.16 Million.  

C. Consider widening of the bike lane/paved shoulder with asphalt on one or both sides, but do 
not construction a sidewalk.  This will provide additional room for bicyclists.  Pedestrians are 
likely to utilize this area as well as they do currently.  This alternative will also require redesign 
and permitting resulting in additional time and expense; however the shoulder widening may 
be exempt from SWFWMD permitting if it does not interfere with stormwater areas. Bike lane 
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width may vary depending on available area.   The cost of this alternate will largely depend of 
the desire width of the widening of the bike lanes.  

D. Consider eliminating both existing bike lanes, shifting both vehicular travel lanes to the 
northeast and creating more space for the sidewalk on the south side.  This alternative would 
allow room for a sidewalk or asphalt multi-use path which could eliminate most if not all 
impacts to landscaping and likely reduce impacts stormwater system components.  The County 
will likely wish to mill and resurface the roadway to re-profile the road and shift the crown to 
the new centerline between the travel lanes.  If this is elected, it will add substantial costs.   
This alternative will also require redesign and permitting, resulting in additional time and 
expense although it could possibly fall under an exemption, depending on width of sidewalk or 
path. 

The estimated cost of this alternative with a 8-ft concrete multi-use path and without 
reprofiling the roadway is $2.25 Million to $2.35 Million including construction costs and 
engineering redesign and permitting fees. It is recommended that the road be re-profiled by 
milling and installing a variable depth of asphalt so that the crown of the road will be in the 
center of the travel lanes .  The estimates cost of this alternative with the roadway work and 
including engineering design and permitting is $2.6 Million to $2.7 Million 

 

Note:  The anticipated construction cost included with Alternative A above is based on the bid received in 
May of 2019.  The anticipated construction costs included with Alternatives B and D above where produced 
without engineered plans and are for conceptual planning purposes only.  If these alternatives were 
selected, the cost estimate would be fine tuned throughout the design process.   
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APPENDIX A  

DETAILED ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE LAYOUT 
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Exhibit 1—Legend included with the alternative sidewalk design 
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Exhibit 2—Alternative Sidewalk Design—Mark Up of Plan Sheet S1 

Criterion 1 (Stormwater Modifications):  PASS—No modifications required on this sheet.  

Criterion 2 (Bike Lane Impacts):  FAIL—The bike lane would be removed as part of this alter-

native layout.   

Criterion 3 (Eliminate Landscape Impacts): Partial—Reduction in impacts to grasses would result from 

the proposed location.  Wire fence would likely still require 

relocation.   

Criterion 4 (ADA Compliance): PASS—Proposed alternate location will not result in non-

compliance with ADA requirements.  

Criterion 5 (SWFWMD Modifications): Partial—Although there are no permitted stormwater system 

components on this page, the proposed relocation will require 

modification of the effective ERP.  Proposed improvements 

must be consistent with permitted plans.  
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Photo 12—Station 102+10R—Facing South—Plan Sheet S1—Existing County owned wire fence will likely require relocation. 
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Exhibit 3—Alternative Sidewalk Design—Mark Up of Plan Sheet S2 

Criterion 1 (Stormwater Modifications):  PASS—No modifications required on this sheet.  

Criterion 2 (Bike Lane Impacts):  FAIL—The bike lane would be removed as part of this alter-

native layout.   

Criterion 3 (Eliminate Landscape Impacts): Partial—Reduction to impacts to decorative trees would result 

from the proposed location.  Landscape barrier would likely 

require relocation.  New location may impact decorative trees.   

Criterion 4 (ADA Compliance): PASS—Proposed alternate location will not result in non-

compliance with ADA requirements.  

Criterion 5 (SWFWMD Modifications): Partial—Although there are no permitted stormwater system 

components on this page, the proposed relocation will require 

modification of the effective ERP.  Proposed improvements 

must be consistent with permitted plans.  
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Photo 13—Station 104+05R—Facing Southeast—Plan Sheet S2—Existing landscape 

barrier will require relocation as part of alternative layout.  New location of landscape 

barrier will likely effect existing palms.  

Photos 14 and 15—Stations 104+75R & 105+50R—Facing West—Plan Sheet S2—Existing inlet structures 1 and 2. Cur-

rent plans call for sidewalk on backside of structure with replacement with pedestrian grate.  This is acceptable on the 

back side of the structure.  It is problematic to put the sidewalk on the front side of the structure due to the inlet notch 

on this side.  There is likely sufficient room to construct sidewalk in bike lane without modification to these 2 structures, 

adjustment to flumes only.  
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Exhibit 4—Alternative Sidewalk Design—Mark Up of Plan Sheet S3 

Criterion 1 (Stormwater Modifications):  PASS—No modifications required on this sheet.  

Criterion 2 (Bike Lane Impacts):  FAIL—The bike lane would be removed as part of this alter-

native layout.   

Criterion 3 (Eliminate Landscape Impacts): N/A—No landscape impacts are proposed on this sheet in ei-

ther layout.  

Criterion 4 (ADA Compliance): PASS—Proposed alternate location will not result in non-

compliance with ADA requirements.  

Criterion 5 (SWFWMD Modifications): Partial—Although there are no permitted stormwater system 

components on this page, the proposed relocation will require 

modification of the effective ERP.  Proposed improvements 

must be consistent with permitted plans.  
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Photo 16—Station 106+60R—Facing Southeast—Plan Sheet S3—This is the closest the sidewalk is proposed to the travel lane in the 

current design due to power pole and other obstructions in the right-of-way.  The sidewalk is not proposed to encroach on the bike 

line; however, the white delineation line would be on the existing paved area.  
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Exhibit 5—Alternative Sidewalk Design—Mark Up of Plan Sheet S4 

Criterion 1 (Stormwater Modifications):  PASS—No modifications required on this sheet.  

Criterion 2 (Bike Lane Impacts):  FAIL—A portion of the bike lane would be removed as part of 

this alternative layout.   

Criterion 3 (Eliminate Landscape Impacts): N/A—No landscape impacts are proposed on this sheet in ei-

ther layout.  

Criterion 4 (ADA Compliance): PASS—Proposed alternate location will not result in non-

compliance with ADA requirements.  

Criterion 5 (SWFWMD Modifications): Partial—Although there are no permitted stormwater system 

components on this page, the proposed relocation will require 

modification of the effective ERP.  Proposed improvements 

must be consistent with permitted plans.  

Note: The existing sidewalk in this location does not comply with ADA tolerances.  The northern end ex-

ceeds running slope allowance and there are numerous concerns with lips, gaps and cross slope.  The major-

ity would require replacement.  If some portions could remain, the cost to selectively remove sections would 

likely counteract any cost savings of keeping them. It would also result in nonuniformity of the sidewalk 

appearance.  Therefore, complete replacement is recommended.  
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Photo 17—Station 109+50R—Facing Southeast—Plan Sheet S4 

Photo 18—Station 110+10R—Facing North—Plan 

Sheet S4—Existing sidewalk requiring replacement 

due to allowable  ADA running slope tolerance. 

Photo 19—Station 110+90R—Facing West—Plan 

Sheet S4—Existing sidewalk requiring replacement 

due to lip and allowable ADA tolerance.  

Photo 20—Station 110+15R—Facing West—Plan 

Sheet S4—Existing sidewalk requiring replacement 

due to allowable  lip ADA cross slope tolerance. 

Photo 21—Station 110+50R—Facing West—Plan 

Sheet S4—Crack present in existing sidewalk due to 

settlement.   
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Exhibit 6—Alternative Sidewalk Design—Mark Up of Plan Sheet S5 

Criterion 1 (Stormwater Modifications):  FAIL—Existing stormwater retention areas between stations 

113+65R and 114+75 have tops of bank immediately adjacent to 

edge of pavement and would require modification to stormwater sys-

tem/design.  

Criterion 2 (Bike Lane Impacts):  FAIL—The bike lane would be removed as part of this alternative 

layout.   

Criterion 3 (Eliminate Landscape Impacts): PASS—There are 14 existing natural palms in this are. The plans 

call for the removal of 2.  Alternative layout would likely save all. 

Criterion 4 (ADA Compliance): FAIL—Driveway at station 113+35R (1700 Gulf Blvd) rises almost 

2’ from edge of pavement to property line and has and existing run-

ning slope of 8%.  Crossing this driveway at a skew will result in 

unacceptable slopes on the sidewalk.    

Criterion 5 (SWFWMD Modifications): FAIL—Existing stormwater retention areas have tops of banks im-

mediately adjacent to edge of pavement and would require modifica-

tion to current ERP.  
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Photo 22—Station 111+90R—Facing Southeast—

Plan Sheet S5 

Photo 23—Station 113+50R—Facing Southeast—

Plan Sheet S5– Existing stormwater retention areas  

around near structure and  far structure.  Top of 

bank of existing retention areas extend near edges 

of pavement.  14 natural palms present.  Current 

plans calls to remove 2. 

Photo 24—112+95—Facing South—Existing steep 

driveway.  Alternative layout would violate allowa-

ble slopes for sidewalk or driveway.  Recommend 

current plan in this area. 
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Exhibit 7—Alternative Sidewalk Design—Mark Up of Plan Sheet S6 

Criterion 1 (Stormwater Modifications):  FAIL—Existing stormwater retention area at Station 116+60 

has a top of bank immediately adjacent to edge of pavement 

per original permit plans and would require modification to 

stormwater system/design.  Modifications to inlet structure at 

Station 116+65 may also be required due to notch inlet on 

roadside.  

Criterion 2 (Bike Lane Impacts):  FAIL—The bike lane would be removed as part of this alter-

native layout.   

Criterion 3 (Eliminate Landscape Impacts): PASS—The alternative design would result in significant re-

duction in existing landscape removal in this location. 

Criterion 4 (ADA Compliance): PASS—Proposed alternate location will not result in non-

compliance with ADA requirements.  

Criterion 5 (SWFWMD Modifications): FAIL—Existing stormwater retention area at Station 116+60 

has a top of bank immediately adjacent to edge of pavement 

per original permit plans and would require modification to 

current ERP.  
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Photo 25—Station 115+00R—Facing Southeast—Plan Sheet S6—At Meredith Drive 
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Exhibit 8—Alternative Sidewalk Design—Mark Up of Plan Sheet S7 

Criterion 1 (Stormwater Modifications):  FAIL—Existing stormwater retention area at Station 119+70 

has a top of bank close to edge of pavement.  The structure is 

over 1 ft lower than edge of pavement.  Filling of retention area 

to prevent drop off hazard.  

Criterion 2 (Bike Lane Impacts):  FAIL—The bike lane would be removed as part of this alter-

native layout.   

Criterion 3 (Eliminate Landscape Impacts): PASS—The alternative design would result in significant re-

duction in existing landscape removal in this location. 

Criterion 4 (ADA Compliance): PASS—Proposed alternate location will not result in non-

compliance with ADA requirements. Provided drop-off haz-

ards are mitigated. 

Criterion 5 (SWFWMD Modifications): FAIL—Existing stormwater retention area at Station 116+60 

has a top of bank immediately adjacent to edge of pavement 

per original permit plans and would require modification to 

current ERP.  
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Photo 26—Station 117+50R—Facing Southeast—Plan Sheet S7 

Photo 27—Station 119+90R—Facing Northwest—Plan Sheet S7– Potential drop-off 

condition– over 1’ elevation change from white line to inlet structure.  Inlet structure is 

9’ from outside edge of white line.  Filling within limits of originally permitted storm-

water system would be required. Note existing paved shoulder cross slope commonly 

exceed allowable cross slope of sidewalk.   
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Exhibit 9—Alternative Sidewalk Design—Mark Up of Plan Sheet S8 

Criterion 1 (Stormwater Modifications):  FAIL—Existing stormwater retention area at Station 120+60 

has a top of bank close to edge of pavement.  The structure is 

close to 1 ft lower than edge of pavement.  Filling of retention 

area to prevent drop off hazard.  

Criterion 2 (Bike Lane Impacts):  FAIL—The bike lane would be removed as part of this alter-

native layout.   

Criterion 3 (Eliminate Landscape Impacts): PASS—The alternative design would result in significant re-

duction in existing landscape removal in this location. 

Criterion 4 (ADA Compliance): PASS—Proposed alternate location will not result in non-

compliance with ADA requirements. Provided drop off hazards 

are mitigated. 

Criterion 5 (SWFWMD Modifications): FAIL—Existing stormwater retention area at Station 116+60 

has a top of bank immediately adjacent to edge of pavement 

per original permit plans and would require modification to 

current ERP.  
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Photo 28—Station 120+20R—Facing Southeast—Plan Sheet S8 

Photo 29—Station 120+45R—Facing Northwest—Plan Sheet S8– Potential drop off 

condition– close to 1’ elevation change from white line to inlet structure.  Inlet struc-

ture is 9’ from outside edge of white line.  Filling within limits of originally permitted 

stormwater system would be required. Note existing paved shoulder cross slope com-

monly allowable cross slope of sidewalk.   
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Exhibit 10—Alternative Sidewalk Design—Mark Up of Plan Sheet S9 

Criterion 1 (Stormwater Modifications):  FAIL—Alternative layout is consistent with current plan. 

Stormwater modifications required for both where retention 

area top of bank near ROW line.  

Criterion 2 (Bike Lane Impacts):  PASS—Alternative layout is consistent with current plan. Nei-

ther require elimination of bike lane in this area.  

Criterion 3 (Eliminate Landscape Impacts): N/A—Alternative layout is consistent with current plan. 

Criterion 4 (ADA Compliance): PASS—Alternative layout is consistent with current plan. 

Criterion 5 (SWFWMD Modifications): FAIL—Alternative layout is consistent with current plan. 

Stormwater system modification required in both requiring 

SWFWMD ERP modification. 
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Photo 30—Station 122+90R—Facing Southeast—Plan Sheet S9 

Photo 31 —Station 123+85R—Facing Northwest—Plan Sheet S9         Photo 32 - Station 124+00R—Facing Southeast—Plan Sheet S9 

In the above photos, there is insufficient space to locate path adjacent to roadway.  Drop-off conditions would likely be created.  

Both the current plan and the alternate layout call for the path to be relocated away from the roadway at these locations.  
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Exhibit 11—Alternative Sidewalk Design—Mark Up of Plan Sheet S10 

Criterion 1 (Stormwater Modifications):  FAIL—Alternative layout is consistent with current plan. 

Stormwater modifications required for both where retention 

area top of banks near ROW line.  

Criterion 2 (Bike Lane Impacts):  PASS—Alternative layout is consistent with current plan. Nei-

ther require elimination of bike lane in this area.  

Criterion 3 (Eliminate Landscape Impacts): N/A—Alternative layout is consistent with current plan. 

Criterion 4 (ADA Compliance): FAIL—Where layout is suggested to deviate from the current 

plan, there is not enough area to have ADA compliant slope 

between driveways at Station 127+85R and Station 128+20R.  

There are also numerous ADA compliance issues with the pro-

posed sidewalk.   

Criterion 5 (SWFWMD Modifications): FAIL—Alternative layout is consistent with current plan. 

Stormwater system modification required and SWFWMD ERP 

modification. 
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Photo 33—Station 125+75R—Facing Southeast—

Plan Sheet S10—Sand Dollar Lane 

Photo 34—Station 125+85R—Facing Northwest—

Plan Sheet S10—Existing inlet structure in close 

proximity to edge of pavement. 

Photo 35—Station 127+45R—Facing Southeast—

Plan Sheet S10—Existing sidewalk alignment can-

not be maintained in this area. Due to elevation 

difference between two driveways shown, ADA 

compliant running slope cannot be maintained. 

Photo 36—Station 127+80R—Facing Northwest—

Plan Sheet S10—ADA concern—existing lip. 

Photo 37—Station 127+20R—Facing 

Northwest—Plan Sheet S10—ADA 

concern—Transition to existing drive 

issue. 

Photo 38—Station 127+50R—Plan 

Sheet S10—Existing spall at edge of 

sidewalk.  

Photo 39—Station 127+60R—Plan 

Sheet S10—ADA concern—Existing 

gap.  
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Exhibit 12—Alternative Sidewalk Design—Mark Up of Plan Sheet S11 

Criterion 1 (Stormwater Modifications):  FAIL—Alternative layout conflicts with existing stormwater 

retention areas.  Alternative layout has more encroachment 

than current layout.   

Criterion 2 (Bike Lane Impacts):  FAIL—A portion of the existing bike lane requires removal in 

the alternative layout.   

Criterion 3 (Eliminate Landscape Impacts): PASS—Alternative layout will reduce impacts to private plant-

er in ROW.  

Criterion 4 (ADA Compliance): PASS—Proposed alternate location will not likely result in non

-compliance with ADA requirements.  

Criterion 5 (SWFWMD Modifications): FAIL—Alternative layout has more impacts to existing per-

mitted stormwater system than proposed layout.  Both require 

SWFWMD ERP modification. 
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Photo 40—Station 128+40R—Facing Southeast—Plan Sheet 

S11—Existing stormwater retention area requiring modifica-

tion in either layout. 

Photo 41—Station 128+80R—Facing South—Plan Sheet S11—

Insufficient space between existing mitered end section and 

inlet structure for sidewalk. 

Photo 42—Station 129+35R—Facing Southeast—Plan Sheet 

S11—Alternative sidewalk layout on immediate right side of 

inlet structure requires modification of skimmer and existing 

stormwater retention area.  

Photo 43—Station 130+25R—Facing Southeast—Plan Sheet 

S11—Mail box (typ.) requiring displacement to backside of 

sidewalk in alternative alignment. 
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Exhibit 13—Alternative Sidewalk Design—Mark Up of Plan Sheet S12 

Criterion 1 (Stormwater Modifications):  N/A—No stormwater modifications in either layout.   

Criterion 2 (Bike Lane Impacts):  FAIL—A portion of the existing bike lane requires removal in the 

alternative layout.   

Criterion 3 (Eliminate Landscape Impacts): PASS—Alternative layout will reduce but not eliminate impacts to 

landscaping in ROW.  

Criterion 4 (ADA Compliance): PASS—Proposed alternate location will not likely result in non-

compliance with ADA requirements.  

Criterion 5 (SWFWMD Modifications): Partial—Although there are no permitted stormwater system com-

ponents on this page, the proposed relocation will require modifica-

tion of the effective ERP.  Proposed improvements must be con-

sistent with permitted plans.  

NOTE: The alternative crossing to east side of the road at this location is not recommended.  There is insufficient 

ROW on the east side of the Road.  Example—1285 Gulf Blvd property line encroaches edge of pavement.  Property 

acquisition required and reduction in private parking spaces.  Other areas contain obstruction in ROW with limited 

room for avoidance. It is also not desirable to introduce an unsignalized crossing at a offset 4-way intersection, on a 

curve where abutting streets are skewed.  For those reasons, this alternative crossing location raises safety concerns.   
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Photo 44—Station 131+10R—Facing Southeast—Plan Sheet 

S12 

Photo 45—Station 132+35R—Facing Southeast—Plan Sheet 

S12– Shore View Drive 

Photo 46—Station 133+50R—Facing Southeast—Plan Sheet 

S12– Existing planter and trees will be impacted by Alterna-

tive Layout.  
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Exhibit 14—Alternative Sidewalk Design—Mark Up of Plan Sheet S13 

Criterion 1 (Stormwater Modifications):  N/A—No stormwater modifications needed for either layout.  

Criterion 2 (Bike Lane Impacts):  FAIL—Alternate layout requires removal of existing bike 

lane.  

Criterion 3 (Eliminate Landscape Impacts): PASS—Alternative layout will reduce impacts to trees in 

ROW.  

Criterion 4 (ADA Compliance): PASS—Proposed alternate location will not likely result in non

-compliance with ADA requirements.  

Criterion 5 (SWFWMD Modifications): Partial—Although there are no permitted stormwater system 

components on this page, the proposed relocation will require 

modification of the effective ERP.  Proposed improvements 

must be consistent with permitted plans.  
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Photo 47—Station 134+20R—Facing Southeast—Plan Sheet S13 
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Exhibit 15—Alternative Sidewalk Design—Mark Up of Plan Sheet S14 

Criterion 1 (Stormwater Modifications):  FAIL—Alternative layout conflicts with existing stormwater 

retention areas.  The impacts are greater in alternate layout than 

the current plan. 

Criterion 2 (Bike Lane Impacts):  FAIL—Portions of the existing bike lane requires removal in 

the alternative layout.   

Criterion 3 (Eliminate Landscape Impacts): PASS—Alternative layout will reduce impacts to trees in 

ROW.  

Criterion 4 (ADA Compliance): PASS—Proposed alternate location will not likely result in non

-compliance with ADA requirements.  

Criterion 5 (SWFWMD Modifications): Partial—Although there are no permitted stormwater system 

components on this page, the proposed relocation will require 

modification of the effective ERP.  Proposed improvements 

must be consistent with permitted plans.  
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Photo 48—Station 136+65R—Facing Southeast—Plan Sheet S14 

Photo 49—Station 137+20R—Facing South—Plan Sheet S14—Alternative Lay-

out shows sidewalk between inlet and fire hydrant resulting in sharp align-

ment changes and greater stormwater impacts to retention area at this loca-

tion.  Additional conveyance from retention area to inlet structure required.  
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Exhibit 16—Alternative Sidewalk Design—Mark Up of Plan Sheet S15 

Criterion 1 (Stormwater Modifications):  N/A—No stormwater system impacts in either layout. 

Criterion 2 (Bike Lane Impacts):  FAIL—Bike lane requires removal in the alternative layout.   

Criterion 3 (Eliminate Landscape Impacts): PASS—Alternative layout will reduce impacts to trees in 

ROW.  

Criterion 4 (ADA Compliance): PASS—Proposed alternate location will not likely result in non

-compliance with ADA requirements.  

Criterion 5 (SWFWMD Modifications): Partial—Although there are no permitted stormwater system 

components on this page, the proposed relocation will require 

modification of the effective ERP.  Proposed improvements 

must be consistent with permitted plans.  

Note: The alternative design suggests other crossing locations.  Crossings at Station 140+50 and at Station 

140+85 are undesirable.  The photos on the following pages elaborate.  The crossing proposed at Station 

142+00 is also undesirable.  Not only does this create mid block crossing which is less safe than at an inter-

section due to driver awareness, but this crossing is close to the curve shown on sheet D16 and substantially 

reduces driver visibility to the crossing in the north bound travel lane.  
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Photo 50—Station 139+40R—Facing Southeast—Plan Sheet 

S15 

Photo 51—Station 140+20R—Facing Northeast—Plan Sheet 

S15—Location of currently proposed crosswalk 

Photo 52—Station 140+50L—Facing Southwest—Plan Sheet 

S15—Alternate crosswalk location—not desirable due to 

presence of existing driveway.  ADA warning surface likely 

damages by routine traffic. This area at crosswalk must be 

free of vehicle traffic. 

Photo 53—Station 140+85L—Facing Southwest—Plan Sheet 

S15—Alternative crosswalk location—not desirable due to 

location.  Crosswalks at intersections are safer than mid-

block crossings due to driver awareness.  This location would 

result in impact to curbed landscape area which would re-

main in the current plans.  
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Exhibit 17—Alternative Sidewalk Design—Mark Up of Plan Sheet S16 

Criterion 1 (Stormwater Modifications):  N/A—No stormwater system impacts in either layout. 

Criterion 2 (Bike Lane Impacts):  FAIL—Bike lane requires removal in the alternative layout.   

Criterion 3 (Eliminate Landscape Impacts): Partial—Alternative layout will reduce impacts on east side, 

but create impacts on if it were on west side of road.    

Criterion 4 (ADA Compliance): PASS—Proposed alternate location will not likely result in non

-compliance with ADA requirements.  

Criterion 5 (SWFWMD Modifications): Partial—Although there are no permitted stormwater system 

components on this page, the proposed relocation will require 

modification of the effective ERP.  Proposed improvements 

must be consistent with permitted plans.  
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Photo 54—Station 142+00L—Facing Southeast—Plan Sheet 

S16 

Photo 55—Station 143+00L—Facing Northwest—Plan Sheet 

S16—Landscaping would be impacted in layout on west side 

of road. 

Photo 56—Station 143+10L—Facing South—Plan Sheet 

S16—Landscaping would be impacted in layout on west side 

of road. 
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Exhibit 18—Alternative Sidewalk Design—Mark Up of Plan Sheet S17 

Criterion 1 (Stormwater Modifications):  N/A—No stormwater system impacts in either layout. 

Criterion 2 (Bike Lane Impacts):  FAIL—Bike lane requires removal in the alternative layout.   

Criterion 3 (Eliminate Landscape Impacts): Partial—Alternative layout may reduce impacts but many 

trees will require removed in either layout  

Criterion 4 (ADA Compliance): PASS—Proposed alternate location will not likely result in non

-compliance with ADA requirements.  

Criterion 5 (SWFWMD Modifications): Partial—Although there are no permitted stormwater system 

components on this page, the proposed relocation will require 

modification of the effective ERP.  Proposed improvements 

must be consistent with permitted plans.  
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Photo 57—Station 144+50L—Facing South—Plan Sheet S17 Photo 58—Station 145+35L—Facing South—Plan Sheet S17 

Photo 59—Station 146+70L—Facing South—Plan Sheet S17 
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Exhibit 19—Alternative Sidewalk Design—Mark Up of Plan Sheet S18 

Criterion 1 (Stormwater Modifications):  N/A—No stormwater system impacts in either layout. 

Criterion 2 (Bike Lane Impacts):  FAIL—Bike lane requires removal in the alternative layout.   

Criterion 3 (Eliminate Landscape Impacts): Partial—One tree is proposed to be removed on this sheet.  

The revised layout may require removal as well  

Criterion 4 (ADA Compliance): PASS—Proposed alternate location will not likely result in non

-compliance with ADA requirements.  

Criterion 5 (SWFWMD Modifications): Partial—Although there are no permitted stormwater system 

components on this page, the proposed relocation will require 

modification of the effective ERP.  Proposed improvements 

must be consistent with permitted plans.  
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Photo 60—Station 147+35L—Facing South—Plan Sheet S18 

Photo 61—Station 148+75L—Facing Southeast—Plan Sheet S18 
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Exhibit 20—Alternative Sidewalk Design—Mark Up of Plan Sheet S19 

Criterion 1 (Stormwater Modifications):  N/A—No stormwater system impacts in either layout. 

Criterion 2 (Bike Lane Impacts):  FAIL—Bike lane requires removal in the alternative layout.   

Criterion 3 (Eliminate Landscape Impacts): N/A—Neither layout requires tree removal in this area.  

Criterion 4 (ADA Compliance): PASS—Proposed alternate location will not likely result in non

-compliance with ADA requirements.  

Criterion 5 (SWFWMD Modifications): Partial—Although there are no permitted stormwater system 

components on this page, the proposed relocation will require 

modification of the effective ERP.  Proposed improvements 

must be consistent with permitted plans.  
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Photo #—Station 149+85L—Facing Southeast—Plan Sheet S19 
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